Service Catalogue for Exhibitors attending the ICNC12 to be held in Madrid from May 02\textsuperscript{th} until May 05\textsuperscript{th}.

1. CONTACT

2. PARKING INFORMATION FOR CARS

NOTE:

For any Order Form Request please fill out the form and send it to cristina.egido@hotelauditorium.com before April 17\textsuperscript{th}. The order must be placed at least 14 days prior the beginning of the event. Any Order during the event will be charge with an additional 30\% of the total amount.

This offer is subject to availability.

1. CONTACT

Cristina Egido
Jefa de Congresos y Convenciones
Convention & Congress Director
Hotel Auditorium Madrid
\texttt{cristina.egido@hotelauditorium.com}
Tel. +34 91 400 44 56 - Mov. +34 660 33 52 44
Fax. +34 91 400 44 59

The Hotel Auditorium can offer Parking places for cars only
Tariff:
7.5€ for half a day VAT included
15€ per day VAT included